Kansas City is home to a very supportive LatinX community—200,000 strong in the KC area. This reference guide is meant to highlight opportunities to find and build community in our region. While not comprehensive, this serves as a great starting point. We hope you feel at home here, and encourage you to explore these available resources, amenities and opportunities.

Local Organizations:

- Hispanic Chamber of Greater Kansas City
- The Greater Kansas City Hispanic Collaborative
- Young Latino Professionals of Kansas City
- Latinos of Tomorrow

KC offers a large number of diverse religious and spiritual communities. Whatever your denomination or affiliation, you are sure to find a community that offers fellowship, friendship and the opportunity to worship.
Meet Francisico
Family man, inclusion advocate and Sporting KC fan

Feel at Home:

**KC Hispanic News** | A bilingual weekly publication printing 10,000 copies with an average readership of 35,000 per week.

**Dos Mundos Bilingual Newspaper** | The region's leading bilingual newspaper, dedicated to serving the community through news and information day in and day out.

**Univision Kansas City** | KC's largest Spanish language media outlet, bringing news updates in a local and global lens.

**Bonito Michoacan Market** | Founded in 2007 with two locations in the metro, this market is known for its authentic Mexican flavors from Centroamérica.

**Tacos El Gallo** | Restaurant serving delicious, authentic street tacos alongside a grocery store with products from Central and South America.

**El Pueblito Restaurant** | Found along Southwest Boulevard, this well respected fast-casual restaurant has authentic fare (and a great happy hour).

**KCK Taco Trail** | Explore nearly 50 local taquerias featuring street tacos, Tex-Mex style tacos and more.